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7.1.9 - Sensitization of students and employees of the institution to constitutional 

obligations: values, rights, duties and responsibilities of citizens:  

Constitution Day- Celebrated on 26/11/2022 

Constitution Day, observed on November 26th, holds immense significance in colleges and 

universities as it commemorates the adoption of the Constitution of India. The celebration of 

Constitution Day in educational institutions serves multiple purposes, emphasizing the 

importance of constitutional values, fostering awareness, and promoting civic engagement 

among students and faculty. 

Purpose of Celebrating Constitution Day: 

1. Educational Significance: Constitution Day serves as an educational platform to 

enlighten students about the principles, rights, and duties enshrined in the Indian 

Constitution, fostering a deeper understanding of the country's governance system. 

2. Civic Awareness: The celebration of Constitution Day in colleges and universities 

aims to instil a sense of civic responsibility and patriotism among students, 

encouraging them to uphold the values of justice, liberty, equality, and fraternity. 

3. Historical Commemoration: By commemorating the adoption of the Indian 

Constitution on November 26, educational institutions pay homage to the visionary 

leaders and framers who drafted this foundational document. 

4. Promotion of Constitutional Values: Through activities like reading the Preamble, 

organizing quizzes, essay writing competitions, and webinars on constitutional values, 

colleges and universities reinforce the importance of upholding the democratic 

principles enshrined in the Constitution. 

5. Cultural Integration: Constitution Day celebrations provide a platform for students 

from diverse backgrounds to come together, fostering unity, respect for diversity, and 

a shared commitment to the ideals of the Constitution. 

Activities Organized on Constitution Day: 

1. Reading of the Preamble: A key activity during Constitution Day celebrations is the 

collective reading of the Preamble to the Constitution, symbolizing unity and 

commitment to the nation's foundational principles. 

2. Quiz, Essay Writing, and Poster Competitions: These activities engage students in 

exploring and expressing their understanding of constitutional values, promoting 

critical thinking and creativity. 
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The celebration of Constitution Day in college serves as a platform to educate, inspire, and 

empower students to become responsible citizens who uphold the democratic ethos and 

values enshrined in the Constitution of India.    

 

    



                      

 

 

Voter’s Day -    Celebrated on 25/01/2023 

The celebration of Voter's Day in colleges is a significant event that aims to promote electoral 

literacy, encourage active participation in the democratic process, and foster a sense of civic 

responsibility among students. Voter's Day celebrations in college focus on educating 

students about the electoral process, the significance of voting, and the role of citizens in 

shaping the country's future. 

The event encourages students to participate in the democratic process, understand their 

rights and responsibilities, and develop a sense of civic engagement, reinforce democratic 

values such as equality, justice, and freedom, instilling these principles in the minds of future 

generations. 

It empowers young voters to exercise their right to vote, making them aware of the impact 

their decisions can have on the country's governance and development. College organize 

pledge-taking ceremonies, where students and faculty members take an oath to exercise their 

right to vote and promote electoral literacy. 



 

   

 

 

 



Women’s Day- 

International Women's Day, was celebrated annually on March 8th, it holds immense 

significance in colleges and universities worldwide. The purpose of celebrating Women's Day 

in institutions is to honor and recognize the social, economic, cultural, and political 

achievements of women, while also advocating for gender equality and empowerment. 

Significance of Celebrating Women's Day: 

1. Empowerment and Equality: Women's Day celebrations in college aim to empower 

and inspire female students and faculty members, fostering a sense of universities 

equality, respect, and appreciation for their contributions. 

2. Awareness and Advocacy: Through various activities like guest talks, special lectures, 

seminars, and workshops, institution raise awareness about gender issues, women's 

rights, and the importance of inclusivity. 

3. Community Building: Women's Day celebrations serve as a platform for fostering a 

sense of community, unity, and solidarity among students and faculty members, 

irrespective of gender. 

4. Educational Enrichment: The events organized on Women's Day provide educational 

opportunities for students to learn about the achievements of women, historical 

contributions, and contemporary challenges faced by women in society. 

 

World Cancer Day – Organised on 04/02/2023 

World Cancer Day, observed annually on February 4th, holds immense significance in 

colleges and universities worldwide. The purpose of commemorating this day in educational 

institutions is to raise awareness about cancer, promote preventive measures, and support 

those affected by this devastating disease. 

 

 



International yoga Day – Celebrated on 21/06/2022 

International Yoga Day, celebrated annually on June 21st, holds immense significance in 

colleges and universities worldwide. The purpose of commemorating this day in educational 

institutions is to promote the ancient practice of yoga, raise awareness about its physical and 

mental health benefits, and encourage students to incorporate it into their daily lives. 

International Yoga Day celebrations in college aims to educate students about the benefits of 

yoga in achieving physical, mental, and spiritual well-being. 

 

 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                              


